This paper proposes a new automatic detection method to inspect mura defects on display film surface using morphological image processing and labeling. This automatic detection method for mura defects on display films comprises 3 phases of preprocessing with morphological image processing, Gabor filtering, and labeling. Since distorted results could be obtained with the presence of non-uniform illumination, preprocessing step reduces illumination components using morphological image processing. In Gabor filtering, mura images are created with binary coded mura components using Gabor filters. Subsequently, labeling is a final phase of finding the mura defect area using the difference between large mura defects and values in the periphery. To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed detection method, detection rate was assessed by applying the method in 200 display film samples. As a result, the detection rate was high at about 95.5%. Moreover, the study was able to acquire reliable results using the Semu index for luminance mura in image quality inspection.
Using Morphological Image Processing and Labeling (235) In Section 2, explains mura detection algorithms in each phase. Section 3 represents the results of tests and analyses performed using the proposed method to detect mura detects on display surface.
Ⅱ . R E S E A R CH ON A U T OM A T I C D E T E CT I O N M E T HO D FO R M UR
2-1. Flow diagram of detecting mura defects on display films with the proposed method Fig. 1 shows the flow diagram of detecting mura defects on display films using the method proposed in this study. In this process, illumination from images is first eliminated through preprocessing using morphological image processing, the candidate regions of mura is selected using the Gabor filter, and then mura defects are detected through labeling at the final inspection. Opening and closing operations are shown in (1) and (2), respectively. Where, ⊖ is erosion operation and ⊕ is dilation operation [7] . Since mura is undetected in Fig. 7 , the proposed method is identified to detect mura from a contrast of 4. Table 2 . However, mura defects were not properly detected at stage 5 in the study of Chen andKuo because the Semu value was 3.07 in between 3 and 4 for |Cx| for contrast 5. 
